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“Dolce” has many meanings- sweet, charming, gentle. Lanka’s new Dolce series is all of those things. The satin finish is a graceful compromise 
between shiny and matte. The color palette with its variation is pleasing and versatile. With classic subway sizes in today’s colors and a fresh, 
new finish, Dolce will enhance and enrich any architectural style.

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. 
Please check samples before making final selection and to get actual dimensions for layout.

DOLCE

Polar (LADE601) 

Hemp (LADE602} 

Sterling (LADE603) 

Dove (LADE604) 

Sky (LADE605)

Celadon (LADE606)

Much of the beauty of Dolce lies in its variation.  It is important to blend tile within each carton 
and from multiple cartons during installation.
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Colors
Polar  LADE601
Hemp  LADE602
Sterling  LADE603

Dove  LADE604
Sky  LADE605
Celadon LADE606

www. t i l e -shop.com

The sizes are not modular with each other but can 
be used together in non-modular patterns.

*Old trims are being phased out and replaced 
by new 12” Universal Trims, item by item, color 
by color, over time.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Sizes (Non-Rectified)
3 x 6  LADE---/36
4 x 8   LADE---/48

Installation Information
Dolce offers a palette of soft, shaded colors in a semi-matte glaze. This is a shaded product with variation 
within each production and from production to production. Due to the different production techniques and 
times, expect variaiton in size and color between field and trim. Also, different sizes of field may be produces 
at different times, so it is recommended to check shades if mixing field sizes in a patterns. IT IS IMPORTANT TO 
WORK WITH THE LAYOUT, MIXING PIECES WITHIN EACH CARTON AND PULLING FROM SEVERAL CARTONS, TO GET 
THE PROPER BLEND DURING INSTALLATION. It is never recommended to install tile with a butt joint. The minimum 
recommended joint is 1/16”.  **Please inspect tile before installation. No adjustments will be made after 
installation. **

Dolce is intended for interior walls. If installing with a cement-based adhesive, it is recommended to use a 
flexible setting material. All substrates should be properly reinforced to be sure there is no movement.  Wood 
studs need to be dry and properly braced with a minimum depth of 32”. For mortar installations, the mortar 
bed has to be cured (less than 2% humidity) and has to have proper reinforcing.

Lanka Walltiles PLC is ISO 14001 certified. 

Old trims for 3 x6
*3 x 6 Bullnose 3” side S4639
*3 x 6 Bullnose 6” side S4369
*3 x 6 Down Angle Left SCL4369
*3 x 6 Down Angle Right SCR4369
*½ x 8 Surface Bullnose SBN18
*6” Quarter Round  A106
*Beak   AC106

Old trims for 4 x 8
*4 x 8 Bullnose 4” side S4849
*4 x 8 Bullnose 8” side  S4489
*4 x 8 Down Angle Left SCL4489
*4 x 8 Down Angle Right SCR4489
*½ x 8 Surface Bullnose SBN18
*8” Quarter Round  A108
*Beak   AC106
AC106 for 1” Beak goes with both A106 & A108

Expect shade variation between field and trim.
½ x 12 Pencil Bullnose  LADE---/PB112
Corner Pencil Bullnose  LADE---/PBSN
12” Quarter Round  LADE---/A112
1” Beak    LADE---/AC112

New Coordinating Universal Trims


